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Subgroup 2: biomass processing

- 11 participants
- Two rounds of comments
- Responses from more than half of the participants each round
- Text converging
Yellow box 5: Are there any co- or by-products?

Blue box starting point: empty

Main components:
- What are the co/by-products?
- What method is used to take them into account?
- How are the necessary parameters obtained?

It was possible to expand into further detail
Main discussion points

- Issue of co-products is not limited to biomass processing
- Make a difference between main/co/by products and even waste?
- Co-products produced from fossil sources in the same facility
Yellow box 7: Does the biomass need to be processed into fuel?

Changes from blue box starting point

- Specifically referencing to GHG
- More detail
**Main discussion points**

- **Emissions from plant construction**
  - different from continuous emissions from processing
  - should be addressed different than the others